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Augury 2020–21 
alto flute, bass clarinet, harp, and percussion 

a worrying for ensemble adapter 

1 composer’s note 

u gu r y  is staged on a millimetre scale. Everything is microscopic and 
desperately quiet, as though the slightest thing will overwhelm you.  

Your actions are delicate, hesitant events. Let everything ring, observe the 
consequence of your violent incursions into silence. 

While always extremely quiet, there are no 'silences' in the piece. Any apparent 
pause or emptiness is just a trick of the light. There is always some force being 
exerted, some action taking place, and some reaction sounding, even if only at 
the brink of audibility or perception (friction, breathing, pressure applied to 
the instrument, the faint vibration of skin, string and air). At no point should 
the tension abate: even rests are to be endured, fraught with anxiety—
momentum carried through curled toes. 

All performance techniques use only the minimum amount of force to create a 
sound. As a result, the whole piece is extremely quiet and emphasises the 
performative control of these very small actions and fragile sounds, many of 
which will not sound as expected. From this position of highly restrained 
activity, it is my hope that you tend to the smallest fluctuations of your body 
and instrument. These fluctuations—the flutters, the faltering tremors of your 
hands and fingers— are not incidental, they are the piece.  

  
codicil 

Two studies exist for the Au gu r y, which serve to illuminate some of the sounds 
and techniques called for in the piece. These are lapis touch for percussionist, 
and petelia's totenpass for two or more voices. 

A 

http://oliverthurley.co.uk/scores/lapis-touch.pdf
http://oliverthurley.co.uk/works/petelia
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2 programme note 
Guided by three ill omens and other sorrows for the auspex. 

one for sorrow 

two for mirth 

three for a funeral 

 

Written for Ensemble Adapter at the ill-fated Darmstadt Summer Courses 
2020, then risen in 2021. 

3 apparatus 

instrumentation 

Harp 

• metal thimbles (worn on RH fingers, fixed with putty) 
• Glass bow (20–30 cm, see p. 8) 
• Hair bow (violin) 

Percussion 

• Bass drum (laid flat) 
o Soft mallet (timpani) 
o Glass rod (10–15 cm) 
o Paper sheet (placed on bass drum in section VI) 
o Optional: any objects for ‘Fretting’ in sections IV–V (see, p. 9) 

• Tam tam (laid flat) 
• Amplification/feedback system (see p. 13) 

o x2 TRANSDUCERS and STEREO AMPLIFIER 
o COMPRESSOR and/or VOLUME PEDAL (optional) 
o MICROPHONE 
o MIXER 

Alto (Kingma, semi-microtonal) flute in G 

Bass clarinet in B♭ 
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staging  

No eye contact. All communication through portent or prophesy. 

lighting 

As much darkness as possible.  

Any lights on players should be low and diffuse, as moonlight. It is possible 
that the only lighting needed will come from stand lights/tablet scores. 

Performers are shadowy and only partially visible, lights focus on hands and 
possibly mouth, but never eyes. 

Let ring. Still. Low. 
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4 flight patterns 
Au gu r y  comprises six sections and lasts for roughly 34-minutes. All sections 
flow seamlessly: 

I. o horizon, gloa on the forest floor 1  7' 
II. ovate! the interval of fields   5' 

III. fissure    7' 
IV. caldemia of the wounds  6' 
V. gloam, this loathing sky  6' 

VI. charon's obol   3' 

I. o horizon, gloa on the forest floor 

solo harp with a hand of metal... 

Thimbled fingers scratch thin lines along harp strings, punctuated by a few 
softly plucked notes. Harp signal is amplified through percussion (bass drum), 
a soft, distant rumbling. tracing air. 

Rest of ensemble wait. A presence of potential energy. 

II. ovate! the interval of fields 

...with great lassitude; vital details just beyond focus... 

The harp takes up a glass bow, producing a faint droning grain inflected with 
shadow of pitch. Percussionist strokes bass drum: sparse punctuations, falling 
fingertips, tracing imperfections on the skin. Thin whispers of pitch, breathy 
tones from flute and clarinet. Barely breathing into the instrument, soft key 
clicks, small blossoms of harmonics. 

A field recording plays through the drum: ambient sounds of forest; small 
noises, burning the background. Never enough to point to the bodies in this 
haze. 

 

 

 
1 This section also stands alone as the harp solo o horizon, gloa on the forest floor (2018). 

http://oliverthurley.co.uk/works/ohorizon
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III. fissure 

...scrying feedback... 

Percussionist summons a constellation of feedback tones from the tam tam 
(see p. 13). Other players navigate by way of these tones: harp bowing 
harmonics while flute and clarinet add fragile sustained, underblown and 
multiphonic tones, fusing with the feedback. 

 

 

 

Learning to scry 

There are no pitches specified during this section. Instead, harp, flute, and 
clarinet pitches (X) are determined by the set of possible feedback tones 
produced by the percussionist: 

X ∈ {Percussion feedback tones} 

Prior to performance a short rehearsal process should allow the players to note 
the pitches most likely to emerge from the feedback summoning and 
determine the available set of pitches for this section. These are liable to 
change from performance to performance so need to be checked each time 
after setup. 

When performing this section, pitches are chosen freely from that set—they do 
not need to match the feedback's current pitch, but they will relate based upon 
what has come before or will likely emerge.  

Unless otherwise specified (such as the clarinet’s very low tones, or the very 
high harmonics from harp and flute), the range should remain close to that of 
the feedback, particularly favouring tones within intervals of a semitone or 
minor third from available set of feedback tones. 
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IV. caldemia of the wounds 

atmospherics cast a vitreous gaze... 

Distant thunder, air, dust, tremors and rain. 

V. gloam, this loathing sky 

a trammel. 

Flute and clarinet slowly entwining. The lines are close but unsteady, 
fluctuating under weight of small pitch bends. 

Other parts inflect those lines in the background: harp softly bows (with glass), 
and percussion produces distant impulses. 

VI. charon’s obol 

a sign of doom. 

Utterances replace instrumental lines, leaving only empty noise. The piece falls 
further out of focus, blurred before vanishing. 
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5 Notation 

voices  

Some sections of Au gu r y  call for performers to make very soft vocalisations. 

 
Whistle - soft, a close pitch 

 
Loose, airy whistle – filtered noise, suggesting a pitch. 

 
Air, only the slightest hint of tone (barely filtered) 

  

 
Sibilant (hissing) whistle, with tongue at roof of mouth, the lips 
gently shape and filter the tone. 

 

Boxed letters in quotes give the phonic sounding of a fricative, 
sibilant or other air sound. Note that all sounds are whispered 
and unvoiced. 

Focus on the air/noise content of the shape, searching for the grain within the 
resultant sound. For example, in  “F”  there may be an intermittent whistle 
through the teeth, tiny air bubbles on the lips, or sibilance on the tongue, all 
fragile and shifting. In an  “S”  the sibilance will be more prominent, though 
the pitch will fluctuate more noticeably. Explore the uncertainty of your body 
here. 

 

 

petelia’s totenpass 

A focussed study of the vocal style can be found in petelia's totenpass (2020) for 
two or more voices. This study gives more indication of the various methods of 
exploring from within various mouth shapes. 

  

http://oliverthurley.co.uk/works/petelia
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harp notation 

The opening section of Au gu r y  revisits the harp solo, o horizon, gloa on the forest 
floor (2018), now sparsely accompanied by other instruments. 

The ensemble score does not contain the full detail of the original harp solo, 
just a general outline. Full performance notes for this section are found in the 
original harp score: <oliverthurley.co.uk/works/ohorizon>. 

The most notable change from the original solo version, is that the harp’s 
signal is now amplified through the percussion, and the final string rubbing 
action is replaced with the use of the glass bow. 

Glass Bow: using a glass rod (20 – 30 cm) to gently, slowly, bow the string. The 
tone is not intended to produce a clear tone, but rather a thin sound with some 
pitched/filter noise. The inevitable pitch fluctuations, artefacts, and so on are 
encouraged. 

Multiphonics are not played for their specific pitches, but as very soft complex 
harmonics.  

Arco mobile: with the hair bow only, slowly shift through harmonics of the 
string.  

http://oliverthurley.co.uk/works/ohorizon
http://oliverthurley.co.uk/works/ohorizon
http://oliverthurley.co.uk/works/ohorizon
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percussion notation  

Au gu r y  is played with the fingertips and, occasionally, a soft timpani mallet or 
short glass rod. 

In the amplification system (see p. 13), the percussion instruments act as a 
conduit for the harp. The percussion is the shadow of the harp: tracing, 
echoing, and calling to the harp. 

lapis touch 

A focussed study of the fingertip playing style can be found in lapis touch 
(2020) for solo percussion. The method of notation is also used in Au gu r y  but 
is interposed with less prescriptive notations as well. 

 A small impulse: tapped with any fingertip.  

 
density: Arabic numeral in circle denotes total number of 
fingers touching percussion skin. n-fingertips tap softly, 
articulating the following line (either a stroking hiss or held 
still, see below). Almost fricative.  

 

 hiss: n-fingers slowly stroke the skin with an even circular 
motion. The sound is a soft and smooth "hiss", interrupted 
by quick changes in direction (see right) or a break in which 
the finger briefly releases from the skin then re-articulates.  

 still: n-fingers pressing firmly on skin but held static and not 
moving/drawn. Focus on the attack and release. 

 release/pull-off: where a line is cut short, the fingers should lift 
off the instrument. The stickiness of fingers should make this 
action audible as they peel off causing a soft "ping". Otherwise 
release without emphasis. 

 
arpeggio: fingers roll lightly onto skin. 

 
tremolo: fingers tapping light and fast but independently and 
irregular. Soft indistinct rainfall. 

 

http://oliverthurley.co.uk/scores/lapis-touch.pdf
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Points,  lines,  clouds and frictions 

←
 D

en
sit

y 

 barely touching the surface, a thin, inconsistent wisp as you 
stroke fingertips along. 

 gently trace fingertips along the surface of the instrument. 
feeling for imperfections of material. very low friction, 
possibly removing fingers and tapping them back on 
occasionally. this is a subtle effect, not a scrape. 

 a more pronounced, homogenous noise than the AIR or 
TRACE. focus on smoothing your action and sound. this is 
broken but short, sharp changes in direction, punctuating 
the continuous noise. 

 tiny random impulses as you press your finger onto and off 
the surface, using the flesh to create small pops as you 
remove your finger. 

 

small finger rolls, fluctuating in speed (as rain) or even less 
pronounced (as cloud). 

 

  – fretting, fidgeting. A methodical, private action that intermittently 
produces small noises. The action is left to you to decide, but the noises should 
be small: taps, clicks, scrapes, etc. Some possibilities: 

• rubbing fingertips and clicking fingernails together 
• rearranging something to hand 
• walking fingertips across drum 
• muttering to yourself 
• grinding your teeth 

Avoid making sounds when other sounds occur. Noises heard in the quietest 
moments. 

Focus on your anxiety.  
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flute and clarinet notation 

In section V, gloam, this loathing sky, the flute and clarinet perform slow, 
entwining lines through small pitch-bend techniques. Here the notational 
system implies pitch movements relative to the initial starting note. Where 
unspecified, fluctuations are relative and generally as small as possible.  

 

 

In the example above, a starting D holds for a time, rising slightly before slowly 
bending down. These lines are not clinical, or accurately pitched, but they 
should be read closely: that is, with tremors, fluctuations and hesitation as 
shown.  

In some places, fingerings change mid-line, either to a new pitch, or to an 
alternative (ALT) or microtonal fingering of the same pitch. It is expected that 
this will break or interrupt the line in some way. 

Other than at specified points ('), breathing is free, trying to make the break as 
inconspicuous as possible. 

 

 
Mid-line, accidentals without a note/clef indicates a change of 
pitch relative to the current fingering 

 Alternative fingering with small timbral/microtonal variance 

 Air blown into instrument (small aperture, soft) 

 
Slowly wipe keys of instrument with hand (all fingers, palm). 
Small clicking sounds. Try to actively feel the action of each key. 
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Alto Flute 

Alto (Kingma, semi-microtonal) flute in G. Sounding a fourth lower than 
written. 

 
Whistle tone, often slowly wavering, splitting. unfocused. 

 

 

B♭ Bass Clarinet 

Sounding a major-ninth lower than written. 

Teeth-on-reed always starts from silence, and should be as quiet as possible. 
(It's better not to sound at all, than to lose control and squeak!). 

During the scrying to percussion feedback tones (section III) the underblow n 
tones should result in the dominant sounding pitch-class matching that of the 
feedback tone set.
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6 Percussion Amplification 
Au gu r y  features an electronic system of transducer speakers placed onto the 
percussion instruments. The system has two functions: to amplify the harp, 
and to create feedback tones. 

harp, forest,  amplifier 

signal from the harp is routed through to the transducers placed on percussion. 
The signal—and particularly the taps and pops created by the harp—should be 
just enough to create small impulses on the percussion, a sound roughly 
similar (though just quieter than) the percussionist tapping the instrument 
lightly. A resonant shadow of the harpist’s actions.  

Below the harp’s amplification, a field recording is also played into the 
percussion. The percussionist has three levels of quietness, receding from 
quiet: 

foreground – [you are here] percussionist’s direct interaction with 
instrument. This is the most dynamically varying and will often cross into 
the mid- or background. 

midground - harp signal, quieter than the percussionist, often sounding 
like their ghost. 

back ground - field recording: barely audible and unfocused. It should be 
easily masked by any other event and will only appear to emerge during 
moments of ‘silence’. 

The field recording comprises sounds from local woodland: its trees and 
leaves in wind; its birdsong in rain; its entangled paths and intractable roots 
beneath mists. It is easily lost. 
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fissure,  scrying feedback  

Section III of the piece requires the percussionist to summon a series of tones 
by means of feedback with the tam tam, microphone and transducer system. 
There are broadly two types of feedback possible: instrumental resonance 
feedback—the transducer causes the drum to vibrate—and microphonic 
noise/feedback—a high-pitched noise where the coil itself oscillates. The 
majority of this section utilises instrumental resonance feedback tones.  

node notation 

Feedback tones are summoned by moving the microphone around the 
instrument, usually 10–20 cm away), divining for nodes that will produce 
feedback tones. 

This section, while its structure is fixed, is more open in its content than other 
parts of the piece. It is a good idea to rehearse possible locations, transitions, 
etc. at sound-check once the system is setup (changes to the setup, such as 
moving the cymbal, will likely change the locations of various nodes). This 
rehearsal provides the other members of the ensemble to find available pitches 
to base their parts on during this section. 

The network of nodes unfolds in three ways: repeating the same node, moving 
forward to any new node, or moving backwards to the previous node. These 
are notated as REPEAT, NEW, PREVIOUS. Each node has been given an index 
number to clarify which node is played or returned to. Consider the following 
example: 

i. NEW (#1) 
ii. NEW (#2) – a different new node/tone) 

iii. REPEAT (#2) 
iv. PREVIOUS (#1) – the last tone before the ‘current’ tone 
v. NEW (#3)    

vi. MICROPHONIC – moving the microphone close to the transducer for 
a very high-pitched noise.  
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movement and features 

Arrows in the score indicate a gradual transition towards a new node location. 
The feedback tone will respond in various ways: tones may slowly crossfade, 
harmonics may shift or swell, all sound may drop out, close interval beatings 
may occur. Where you feel these interesting effects begin to emerge, don’t be 
afraid to stay with them (particularly in the case of close intervals, tremolo 
beating, or interesting harmonic relationships—if you find them during 
rehearsal, make use of them). You can also control the gain to find interesting 
threshold points in the feedback, exploring them freely. 

A single node can produce various tones,  harmonics and effects w ithin a 
small area. Explore these possible sounds during the sustained parts,  
allow ing each feedback  tone to shift slow ly,  catching the light.  

routing 

 
The two transducers are placed one on side of bass drum (harp signal panned to it), 
and one on the tam tam (microphone signal and some harp panned to it). 

The mixer control sets the main levels and can be controlled during performance. The 
volume pedal (if used) acts as an emergency kill-switch if feedback starts to peak while 
playing. 

Amplified percussion equipment list 

- x2 TRANSDUCER - Monacor AR-30 30W/8Ω or similar 
- AMPLIFIER – a car stereo amp, like LEPY 2024A+ or similar 
- COMPRESSOR (optional) – Alesis 3630 or similar. 

o Approx: thresh -20dB; compression 2:1; <50 ms attack; 1-2 sec release. 
- VOLUME PEDAL (optional) - low impedance, like BOSS FV-50L or similar 
- MICROPHONES – small lavalier – LOM Ucho/Usï Pro, Clippy EM272, DPA, etc. 
- MIXER – any small desk with Phantom Power 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Monacor-162790-AR-30-Exciter-Speaker/dp/B07K9JMYFH/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=monacor+ar-&qid=1577209620&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.co.uk/LEPY-2024A-Plus-Amplifier-Silver/dp/B00SATAEEA/ref=sr_1_15?keywords=car+amp&qid=1577209874&sr=8-15
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Boss-FV-50L-Low-Impedance-Pedal/dp/B000EMNOPC/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=low+impedance+volume+pedal&qid=1577210042&sr=8-1
https://store.lom.audio/collections/microphones-accessories/products/ucho-pro
https://micbooster.com/clippy-and-pluggy-microphones/65-clippy-em172-microphone.html
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7 Some notes on amplification 
It should be apparent by now, but Au gu r y  is extremely quiet. Painfully so. 

However, some amplification is necessary, though this should be transparent, 
and the performance should seem acoustic. Our purpose is not to ‘amplify’ or 
magnify everything, but to subtly support and reveal those sounds just on the 
brink of audibility. 

Should the audience strain to hear in places, so much the better. 

Flute and Clarinet 

Flute and clarinets should be given some slight amplification. Two 
microphones on each player, one near the mouthpiece/player’s mouth, the 
other on the instrument, to pick up mechanical noises of the keys. 

Harp 

A stereo pair of small-diaphragm condensers should be placed behind the harp 
(not obscuring the audience’s view) and focused very closely on the ‘thimble 
hand’. These microphones make the small scrapes and artefacts of the thimbles 
and strings just audible (but never loud).  

Additionally, a contact microphone or pickup may be placed on the 
soundboard near the lower strings. This provides greater low-frequency 
response.  

A signal is also sent to the percussionist. It is then played through the 
percussion instruments via transducer drivers (see p. 13). 

Percussion 

The percussionist’s instruments should be close-miked. 

The percussionist also uses a small mixing desk during performance to control 
harp signal, cymbal feedback, and field recording, the output of which is sent 
to transducer drivers. The output of this mixing desk is not sent to the front-of-
house (FOH). The percussionist requires a signal from the harp



Any questions to o.thrly@gmail.com 

Oliver Thurley 

2019-21 

draft 005 (july 2021) 

mailto:o.thrly@gmail.com


Oliver Thurley

Augury



draft 04draft 04
i — o horizon, gloa on the forest floori — o horizon, gloa on the forest floor

a dim spotlight on harp
all others in darkness, ready at instruments,
as though already playing.



begin to slowly fade in
amplified harp signal
(approx 50’’)





trace imperfections of skin with light fingertips.

lots of space.

barely touching.





start playback of field recording
(fades in automatically over 60’’)

fingertips hover over skin.
flutter, tremble, tremor.





here, the harp part differs from the original solo.
the glass bow action replaces the wiping motion.



ii — ovate! interval of fieldsii — ovate! interval of fields



no visual
cues!
(a staggered
entry is
preferable)



RH uses skin (fingertips),
but keeps holding glass.







both continue to softly exhale
slow, measured breaths into
instruments.
inhales not audible.



teeth on reed — softest emergence of a high tone. no squeaking!



gently (tentatively) reveal harmonics from the
fundamental.

soft and slow.



thimble finger
slowly scrapes one
string. (as in the
opening solo)



fluctuate tone by ‘orbiting’ the node with mic.

iii — fissureiii — fissure







in lowest range: soft rumble, discreet.

match pitch class with any recent percussion
feedback tone. octave free.

always at the brink

avoid breathing here.
cover percussion’s entrance.

shifting through previous node positions





mobile nodes
slowly shift freely, searching for nodes,
briefly hold then continue searching





move past the brink
(pull mic away)







finger slides slowly
down a string



find thresholds of instability



a fretting, fidgeting action
producing irregular, sparse, small sounds.

iv — caldemia, of the woundsiv — caldemia, of the wounds







increase density/possibility of noise





brushing tremolo (as in part i solo)brushing tremolo (as in part i solo)



fingers move millimetres on drum.
barely tapping.

sparse. trembling.













throughout this section, key-clicks
should be added and accented ad lib.
with percussion.
vary keys and interrupt your lines and
pauses.

v — gloam, this loathing skyv — gloam, this loathing sky













a soft indistinct rumble













all whistled parts are at a comfortable, common pitch.

glass bow continues while other hand very softly rubs open strings.

soft air sound with instrument mechanisms.
hands rub across keys gently, but with purpose
(actively feel every key individually).

vi — charon’s obolvi — charon’s obol

place paper sheet
on drum skin



pronounced DUST clicking from keys

soft air sound with instrument mechanisms.
hands rub across keys gently, but with purpose
(actively feel every key individually).



both hands press hard
into paper.









o h o r i z o n ,  g l o a  o n  t h e  f o r e s t  f l o o r
for harp and a hand of metal  

Augury version, 2021



o horizon,  g loa  on the  fores t  f loor

performance notes 

o horizon, gloa on the forest floor  should be performed extremely quietly, with trembling and a hand of metal thimbles.

This piece makes use of a number of small, independently controlled lines, using five metal thimbles sliding along the harp’s lower strings to create a slow-shifting and 
disorienting texture. Sonically, the piece is fragile and very quiet: a fluctuating soundscape of string scrapes, intermittently punctuated by small clusters and delicate points. 

Standing by the harp’s column (as though embracing the instrument) and wearing thimbles on the fingertips of one hand, control discrete portamenti lines by sliding slowly up 
and down a cluster of wire strings. Your empty hand is used to pluck, brush and rub the strings intermittently. Thimbles should be worn on the hand closest to the audience and 
can be filled with putty or taped in order to stay in place. 

All methods of exciting the strings use only the minimum amount of force to create a sound. As a result, the whole piece is extremely quiet and emphasises the performative 
control of these very small actions and fragile sounds. By approaching a relatively complex set of actions from a perspective of highly attenuated activity, it is my hope that you 
become attuned to the smallest fluctuations of your body and instrument. These fluctuations—the flutters, the faltering tremors of your hands and fingers— are not incidental, 
they become the focus of the piece.  

Let ring. Still. Lights low. 

possibilities for sound reinforcement 

Some ‘sound reinforcement’ is required, though it is important to note that the piece must remain quiet: our purpose is not to ‘amplify’ or magnify everything, but to subtly 
support and reveal those sounds just on the brink of audibility. 

A stereo pair of small-diaphragm condensers should be placed behind the harp (not obscuring the audience’s view), and focused very closely on the ‘thimble hand’. These 
microphones make the small scrapes and artefacts of the thimbles and strings just audible (but never loud).  

Additionally, a contact microphone or pickup may be placed on the soundboard near the lower strings. This provides greater low-frequency response for the string buzz and 
tremolo parts. 

for harp and a hand of metal oliver thurley, 2018

quietly. dancing in the detritus. 7’30”

!i

(A u g u r y  version)



notation 

thimble hand [top five blue lines, assumes RH] 

empty hand [bottom stave, assumes LH] 

score version 1.2 

spring/summer 2018
augury version, 2021 

Slide thimble up or down string. Points are waymarkers only and are not articulated.

Strike thimble gently onto string to attack, hold.

Thimble tremolo: lightly tapping the string. Quickly, but irregular. Keeping dynamics low is more important than the speed.

Empty hand plucks the string that the thimble is currently scraping for a dull harmonic. Softly.

Pluck note and buzz softly and intermittently with finger. Bloom.

Slowly rub open hand along (up/down) a cluster of low-mid strings just above thimble cluster. Slow wind, whistling.

Tremolo: gently brushing the string with side of the finger.

Slowly and lightly rub open hand around/across mid-to-high strings in a irregular circular motion. Soft clouds with some indiscernible 
pitch. Optionally, a small amount of rosin may be used on the hand and fingers for more definition in the sound.

for Gunnhildur Einarsdóttir’s Harp Workshop  

at the Darmstadt Summer Courses 2018 

p r e m i e r e d  b y  R a h e l  S c h w e i z e r  
28 July 2018, Darmstadt, Germany

!ii
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